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The latest version contains several new features,
including the addition of a personal tasks option for the
desktop, improved reporting capabilities, the ability to
enter and track credit limits, and improved scheduling
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lead tracking information, sales data by rep, and referral

PRODUCTIVITY TOOLS
The addition of the Personal Tasks List allows users to
record essential tasks and provides easy desktop access
to the list. The Employee schedule option contains a
weekly display of each workday along with items
scheduled. The Marketing module allows for the creation
of contract proposals and provides a Mail Merge
document generator. Leads and referrals can also be
tracked for future business. As previously mentioned, the
Service Call and Dispatch Schedule functions make
monitoring service calls easy and efficient. The Service
Task Manager module allows for flat rate billing codes
and posting of labor times and rates by task. The Dated
Notes and File Attachment feature allows users to attach
files, photos and other documents.

IMPORT/EXPORT/INTEGRATION
Contractor Essentials is a fully integrated system, with all
modules and add-ons designed to interface smoothly.
The Microsoft Word Interface allows users to create a
document using Microsoft Word while still in Contractor
Essentials and then determine the merge choice, such as
customers, service contracts, leads, contract proposals,
as well as service calls. Contractor Essentials also offers
an interface with Microsoft Outlook for emailing
invoices, work orders, purchase orders, etc. as PDF
attachments and a Data Export feature.

sources can also be printed. Reporting customization
capabilities are limited to default criteria, with limited
options to create custom reports within Contractor
Essentials, although the reporting function has been
enhanced in this latest version and currently offers
expand-and-shrink capability for more reports along with
more column sort options. Many reports can be printed
to file, then imported into programs such as MS Excel for
copy and paste, file attachment, data manipulation or
further sorting.

SUPPORT & TRAINING
Contractor Essentials offers three levels of product
support: Basic, which is simply per-incident support
charged on an hourly basis; Standard, which includes
product enhancements and updates for one year with perhour support rates at a reduced price; and Premium
support, which offers toll-free telephone support along
with all product updates. Premium support starts at
$1,930 annually for up to six users. Training options
include onsite training or classroom training at the
vendor’s corporate headquarters. A Help file is also
available but provides limited information.

Relative Value
Contractor Essentials is an excellent fit for service
contractors that require a comprehensive service and
dispatch feature. Contractor Essentials starts at $23,780

REPORTING
Reporting options are found in each module. Contract
reports, equipment reports and service reports can all be
printed from the service module. Contract proposals,
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for one to three system users. Pricing includes all available
modules but a contractor can get going with a very solid
system including core modules for $10,685.00. Lease
purchase options are also available.

